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MOTIVATION AND OVERALL CONCEPT 
 
The ability to track eye movements in a quantitative way has many applications, including              
psychological research, gaming, diagnosing eye and learning disorders, and communicating for           
those otherwise physically incapable. This project builds off the idea of tracking eye movement in               
order to allow the user to control the position of a headlamp. The light is attached to a servo motor,                    
which in turn is controlled using an Arduino that senses potential difference changes created by eye                
movements. The data generated by this tracking method can also be used to create a simple typing                 
interface controlled by eye movement. Current medical eye tracking equipment can be prohibitively             
expensive with lower-end devices costing thousands of dollars. This project aimed to explore             
tracking eye movement at a more accessible price point and built off from a pre-existing open                
source project.1,2  
 
 
FUNCTIONAL DEFINITION 
 
Instead of using a camera to image the eye and software to analyze the movement electrodes are                 
used to detect changes in potential around the eye. The negatively-charged ocular nerves at the back                
of the eye create a potential difference between the front and back of the eye (figure 1). Moving the                   
eye changes the orientation of this voltage relative the eye socket and creates small potential               
changes across the surrounding skin, which can then be picked up using medical electrodes.              
Electrodes can be positioned in such a way that both vertical and horizontal changes can be                
measured, giving tracking in two dimensions. For this project, we focused on eye movements from               
left to right; these extremes in position in turn mapped to corresponding servo positions, giving a                
headlamp that points in the direction of sight. 
 
The output voltage is read by the Arduino and interpreted as specific eye movements. The range of                 
voltages correspond to a range of eye movements, with fixed maximum and minimum voltages that               
denote the extreme left and right positions. Using the servo motor library, the left- and right-most                
positions are mapped to the range of voltages measured, giving a corresponding range of positions.               
Due to differences in eye polarity and skin conductivity, which vary between individuals and              
climatic conditions, the ability to calibrate the tracking system is implemented. This allows the              
setup to be of use to multiple people. 
 

 
Figure 1: Potential difference between the back and front of the eye due to optic nerve endings4 

 
 



 
SENSORS & MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
In order to read voltages from the skin, medical-grade electrodes are used. The electrodes are placed                
on the skin directly surrounding the eye, which are then linked. We aimed to create a practical                 
device that is simple to use and easy to set up for the user. To fulfill this, the electrodes are mounted                     
to the arms of a pair of glasses or goggles that is positioned onto a helmet. The positioning of the                    
electrodes is as simple as putting on the helmet. This also helps with keeping the electrodes in place                  
and prevents them from sliding down as the user continues using them. The measured voltages and                
a button used in calibration are the only direct input into the system, and are wired via a breadboard.                   
Consideration were made about the size of the electrodes, so as to not be intrusive on the patient’s                  
face, and therefore are easily mounted. 
 
The voltages measured fluctuate naturally; once amplified, these fluctuations are of the magnitude             
0.1V. In order to stop the servo dithering and shaking the light, the Arduino is programmed to only                  
move the motor if the difference between the measured voltage and the voltage corresponding to its                
current position is large enough to remove the jerking motion. 
 
 
ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Many cautions were considered when measuring electrical activity on a human subject due to the               
incredible complexity of nerve and muscle behaviour. Voltages across this area vary to the order of                
around 0.5mV. To be of any use to the Arduino, these voltages were amplified. This was                
accomplished using an AD8421 amplifier (figure 2). Using the pinout settings listed, close to 5V               
difference between the left and right positioning of the eye was achieved, ideal for the Arduino’s                
analogue reading capabilities (table 1). 
 
Filters were implemented in order to reduce noise in the signal (figure 3). Noise will arise from both                  
electrical activity on the skin as well as from outside surroundings. Using such sensitive detection               
means that interference from background mains AC power becomes an issue. This was evident as               
seen with the oscilloscope. The constant noise readings were of 60Hz. The original creator of the                
project suggests using a second-order noise filter, shown in figure 3.3 The noise-reduced signal was               
then amplified, before being output to the Arduino. A simple push button is used to allow the user                  
to calibrate the system to their individual settings. The button is attached to an interrupt on the                 
Arduino to allow for re-calibration. 
 

 
Figure 2: Low Power Instrumentation Amplifier (AD8421)5 

 
 



 
Table 1: Pin Function Description  

 
Current pinout settings: 
RG: 6 ohms 
+Vs: +13V 
-Vs: -13V 
REF: 6V 
 

 
Figure 3: Low Pass Filter with R1 and R2 equal to 820k Ohms and C1 and C2 equal to 0.01 uF  

 
 
INTERFACE 
 
 
The unit used in the project is the Arduino Uno. The Arduino uses one analogue pin to read input                   
from the electrodes, one digital pin capable of using an interrupt to operate the calibration button,                
and one pulse width modulation digital pin to control the servo. The user interface itself consists of                 
a sensor system attached to the arms of a pair of goggles, which are then connected to the Arduino.                   
The motor and light are attached to a helmet. 
 
 
SOFTWARE 
 
The programming consists of two main parts: one that continually reads the voltage from the eyes                
and decides whether to send to the motor, and one that calibrates the range of eye positions to the                   
motor when the user sets up the system for the first time or presses the calibration button.  
 
The only additional library we used is the servo motor library, but is conveniently included in the                 
standard Arduino package. In this project, most of the difficulty was with the hardware/electronics              
but is relatively easy to implement using the Arduino. 
 
 
TESTING & SAFETY 
 
The project was tested consistently with one person to remove any variation when trying to solve                
some of the obstacles that we ran into. The operational amplifier used requires a potential difference                
of around 26V, and when switching on initially can draw a current up to 1A. As a result, care must                    



be taken when testing and using the device. The power sources must be switched off before altering                 
the circuit to prevent any damage to the operational amplifier.  
 
 
PARTS & REUSABILITY 
 
Other than the medical electrodes, helmet, and flashlight, most of the equipment used was present in                
the lab. The electrodes themselves are not particularly expensive and were bought readily from              
online retailers. Dependent on the type used, the electrodes can also be retained for use in future                 
projects. 
 
Parts used: 
Op-amp AD8421 
Electrodes 
Breadboard 
Capacitors 
Resistors 
LEDs 
Button  
Alligator clip jumpers 
Hookup wires 
USB- serial adaptor 
Two voltage regulators, 5V, 7805 
Two switches, SPDT slide 
Two Power supplies, 12V, 3.6W 
Arduino 
Flashlight 
Servo motor 
Helmet/ hat 
Goggles 
 
 
SETUP 
 
Circuit:  
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Image 1: Circuit diagram of the operational amplifier and low pass filter wiring 
 
 

 
Image 2: Circuit diagram of the low pass filter wiring  
 
 



 
Image 3: Circuit diagram of the operational amplifier wiring  
 
 
Code:  
float lastpressed = 0, firstrun = 1, calibtype = 0, set = 0, voltagepressed = 0; 
float leftvoltage = 0, rightvoltage = 0, centre = 0, pos = 0, newpos = 0; 
const int inputpin = 0, servopin = 5, farpos = 10; 
long unsigned timenow, timepressed, prevpressed; 
double voltage; 
 
#include <Servo.h> 
Servo motor; 
 
void setup() { 
 pinMode(4,OUTPUT); 
 attachInterrupt(0,calibrate,RISING); 
 motor.attach(servopin,773,2470); 
 Serial.begin(9600); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
timenow = millis(); 
digitalWrite(4,LOW); //this pin can be turned high to force the trigger if first time running the code 
voltage = analogRead(inputpin); 
 
 
if (lastpressed == 1){ 
  if (calibtype == 1){ 
    Serial.println("Calibrating left position"); 
  
  } 
  else if (calibtype == 2){ 
    leftvoltage = voltagepressed; 
    Serial.println("Calibrating centre position"); 
  } 
  else if (calibtype == 3){ 



    centre = voltagepressed; 
    Serial.println("Calibrating right position"); 
  } 
  prevpressed = timepressed; 
  lastpressed = 0; 
  delay(50); 
} 
 
if (firstrun == 1){ 
  digitalWrite(4,HIGH); //first run, forces the trigger to occur, starts calibration 
} 
 
if (set == 1){ 
  if (voltage > centre){ //calc left position 
  newpos = ((90-farpos)*(voltage-leftvoltage))/(centre-leftvoltage) + farpos; 
  } 
  else if (voltage < centre){ //calc right position 
  newpos = (-(farpos-90)*(voltage-centre))/(rightvoltage-centre) + 90; 
  }  
} 
else{ 
  pos = 90; //if calibration not completed, remains at 90 degree position 
 } 
 
  
 if ((abs(newpos - pos) > 13) && set == 1){ //only changes position variable if change significant 
  if(newpos > (180-farpos)){  
    pos = (180-farpos); //right position limit 
  } 
  else if(newpos < farpos){ 
    pos = farpos; //left position limit 
  } 
  else{ 
    pos = newpos; //if calculated position meets criteria, change position variable 
  } 
 } 
  
  
motor.write(pos); 
 
// Serial.print("calibtype: "); 
//    Serial.print(calibtype); 
//    Serial.print("; set: "); 
//    Serial.println(set); 
//    delay(50); 
} 
 
void calibrate() { 
  digitalWrite(4,LOW); 
  timepressed = timenow; 
  voltagepressed = voltage; 



  if (firstrun == 1){ 
    Serial.println(" "); 
    Serial.println("Beginning setup:"); 
    calibtype = calibtype + 1; 
    set = 0 
; 
    lastpressed = 1; 
  } 
  if ((timepressed >= prevpressed + 500) && lastpressed == 0){ 
    lastpressed = 1; 
    if (calibtype < 3){ 
      calibtype = calibtype + 1; 
      set = 0; 
    } 
    else if (calibtype == 3){ 
      calibtype = 0; 
      set = 1; 
      rightvoltage = voltagepressed; 
    } 
  } 
  
  firstrun = 0; 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
  delayMicroseconds(15000); 
} 
 
 
OBSTACLES 
 
There were many obstacles that we were to overcame during the course of the project. But, there                 
were some issues during presentation demonstration day that we were not successful in solving. Our               
initial obstacle that tested our goals to even continue with the project was in getting a signal that                  
was pronounced. To overcome this, we used an operational amplifier to amplify the millivolt signal               
to volt ranges. This allowed the signals to be read by the Arduino. With the use of an amplifier and                    
the large potential difference required to operate, the amplifier was easily destroyed. But, with the               
generosity of Professor Julio Barreiro and his graduate student Paul Lauria, we had access to more                
amplifiers as needed. To prevent the burnout of the amplifiers, more careful considerations should              
be implemented when using the circuitry. One of the noise problems was directly a result of the                 
electrodes. When the electrodes were used profusely, they would lose their adhesive and begin to               
slip off the temples. To prevent this, new electrodes were used after a couple of uses. We also                  
mounted the electrodes onto the arms of the goggles to hold the electrodes in place while the helmet                  



was on. We also required to have a large positive and negative voltage along with a reference                 
voltage. Due to the wiring required for the power supply and the ranges of voltages used, two power                  
supplies were implemented. Another obstacle we had during the project was with the jittering of the                
servo motor with small fluctuations of the incoming noise. To fix this, the code was fixed to only                  
allow movement if the voltage difference was greater than the noise, This allowed the movement of                
the servo motor only to the movement of the eye.  
 
Although our project did not work during demonstrations, it did work at a point before. The 
problem was with the tremendous amount of noise present in the signal. We think that it was due to 
the immense amount of projects that were on during ours. When we worked on our project, there 
were not many other students in the room working on theirs and the noise was not present. For the 
future, more needs to be looked towards removing the noise present.  
 
 
SCOPE 
 
The hardware and circuitry relating to reading eye movement can be left as-is, while the output                
section can be changed easily according to the end users’ needs. This allows for a whole host of                  
possibilities to be considered. It is possible to swap the headlamp for a simple typing interface or                 
game, which can be controlled in a similar manner using eye movements. A more simple discrete                
left/right system, that is triggered by measuring voltages above/below certain values, is used for our               
project.  
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